Let X be a real or complex Banach space, [X] the space of bounded linear operators on X into X, and £$ the closed unit ball in X. Then a set 3ίΓ c [X] is collectively compact if and only if the set 3ίΓ^ = {Kx: Ke SΓ, xe^} has compact closure. Collectively compact sets of operators were introduced in [1] in connection with the approximate solution of integral equations. Various general properties of such sets are developed in [2] , which contains further references on the subject.
With slight modification, most of the preliminary results below are valid for operators from one space to another. By rather different methods, Atkinson [3] obtained some of the spectral theory results for the special case with {T n } collectively compact.
For the sake of brevity, strong operator convergence is denoted simply by T n -*T and norm convergence by || T n -T\\ -> 0. 2* Related hypotheses* As indicated above, we shall study operators in [X] such that T n -» T and {T n -T} is collectively compact. But, first, comparisons are made with related conditions. The hypotheses in (a) below were assumed in most of the previous papers on collectively compact sets. PROPOSITION 2.1. The following are equivalent. (a) T n ->T and {T n } collectively compact; (b) T n -*T, {T n -T} collectively compact, T compact; (c) T n -> T, {T n -T) collectively compact, some T n compact. The proof makes use of the fact that the strong closure of a collectively compact set is collectively compact [2, Prop. 2.1] .
Any totally bounded set of compact operators in [X] is collectively compact, but not conversely [2, Th. 2.5 and Ex. 2.6] . The next proposition indicates the effect of relacing the hypothesis, {T n -T} collectively compact, by the hypothesis, {T n -T} totally bounded (or equivalently {T n } totally bounded). Proof, (a) Clearly, \\T n -T||~->0 implies T n~+ T and {T n -T} totally bounded. If || T n -T\\ -A 0, then || T n . -Γ|| > δ for some {Ui} and d > 0. But T n -> T and {T n -T} totally bounded imply || T n . m -TII -> 0 for some {n^}. This is a contradiction, (b) This follows from the fact that a totally bounded set of compact operators is collectively compact.
If || T n -T\\ -+0, then there is a simpler theory than that presented below. However, \\T n -T\\ -/> 0 in a number of applications to integral equations.
Whenever T n -* T, the principle of uniform boundedness implies that {T n } is bounded or, equivalently, equicontinuous. If follows that strong convergence is uniform on each compact subset of X. In contrast, || T n -T\\ -> 0 if and only if T n -» T uniformly on each bounded subset of X, or simply on &.
3.
General convergence results* The following proposition will play an important role in our analysis. Proof. Since 3ίΓ& is compact, (T n -T)Kx->0 uniformly for ST and
Xe^. The following convention will be used in the next proposition as well as later in the paper. Suppose T an , T a e [X] for n ^ 1 and a in an index set A. Then the phrase, T an -T a uniformly for aeA, will mean that, for each xeX, T an x -* T a x uniformly for aeA.
In the following proposition JίΓ need not consist of compact operators. Since J?f is compact and / is continuous, the set f(*3Γ) = JΓ'a? is compact. The assertion follows.
The next result is essentially a corollary of Proposition 3.1. 4» Convergence of projections* For the main theorem in this section we shall need the following known result, which is usually proved by contradiction. We give a short direct proof. (Note: dimensions may be finite or oo.) LEMMA 
Let T n -+ T. Then dim T n X^> dim TX eventually.
Proof. Let {Tx ά : j = 1, , m} be linearly independent and definê = (Σ2jLiCjXji max I c y | = 1}. Then ^ and T& are compact, so T n -> T uniformly on ΐf. Since min \\Tx\\ > 0, eventually min 11 T n x \ \ > 0 and {T n x 5 : j = 1, * ,m} is linearly independent. The desired result follows. THEOREM 4.2. Let E and E n , n^l, be projections in [X] such that E n -> E and {E n -E} is collectively compact. Then, eventually,
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.1, we may assume dimi?X< oo. Then l£is compact and, by Proposition 2.1, {E n } is collectively compact.
Suppose that dim E n X ;> m for n ^ 1. By the Riesz lemma, there exist linearly independent sets {x nk : k -1, , m}aE n X, n ^ 1, such that
for all n, Jc and {cj}. Since α? nΛ = iS^n* e {E n \&, which is compact, there exists a subsequence {%} and elements ^el such that
for all A: and {cy}, so {^: A: = 1, , m} is linearly independent. Now
Apply this result to an arbitrary subsequence of {E n } to conclude that dim E n X ^ dim EX eventually. Lemma 4.1 gives the reverse inequality.
A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 4.2 yields the following result, which will be needed later. PROPOSITION 4.3 . Let E and E n , n Ξ> 1, be projections in [X] for which E n -*E and {E n } is collectively compact. Let ZczEX and Z n dE n X be subspaces such that: x n~> x, x n e Z n =*xe Z. Then dim Z n ^ dim Z eventually. 5* Resolvent sets, spectra, and resolvent operators* It is convenient to compactify the scalar field with the point co if X is complex and the points ± oo if X is real. For each T e [X], let (co -T)-1 = 0 in the complex case and (± oo -T)~ι -0 in the real case. The spectrum, resolvent set, and extended resolvent set of T are denoted by σ(T), ρ(T) and ρ(T), respectively. 
Proof. For λ e p(T), λ -T n = [I -(T n -T) (λ -T)-1 ] (λ -T). By Lemma 5.2, there is an
and Since {T n -T) and {(λ -Γ)-1 : XeΛ} are necessarily bounded, (a) and (b) follow. Suppose || (λ -T n )-1 \\ ^ B for λ e Λ, n ^ ΛΓ. By the resolvent identity,
for X, μeA, n ^ N. This implies (c). Note that
ANSELONE AND T. W. PALMER || (λ -T n )-'x -(λ -T)-'x || ^ B || (T n -T) (λ -T)~ιx \\
for XeΛ, n ^ N and xeX. Therefore, Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 3.2 yield (d).
6. Functions of operators* Henceforth, X is a complex Banach space. The results of this section involve the functional calculus of an operator in [X], To fix notation we review briefly the definitions. A more extended discussion with proofs may be found in [4] . 
. Assume T n ->T and {T n -T] collectively compact. Let fe^(T).
Then there is an N such that (a) fe% (T n 5.3(a) there is an N such that σ(T n ) is inside Γ for n ^> N. Thus, (a) follows. For n ^ N and a el,
where f/(λ)(λ -Γ)"^^ -Γ)(λ -ΓJ-1 : λeΓ, n ^ N} is collectively compact by the argument used in the proof of Lemma 5.2. Therefore, by [2, Prop. 2.2] , (c) follows.
Without the hypothesis that {T n -T} is collectively compact, T Λ -> T would not imply even the existence of f(T n ) for n sufficiently large, much less
f(T n )->f(T).
Essentially the same proof as for Theorem 6.1 yields the following somewhat similar result.
THEOREM 6.2. Assume T n -+ T and {T n -T] collectively compact. Let f n , fe%(T) with &(f n ) 3 3f(f). If f n converges to f uniformly on &(f), then f n (T n ) is eventually defined and f n (T n )->f(T).
Complementary spectral sets σ x and σ 2 associated with an operator T are disjoint, relatively closed subsets of σ(T) with σ(T) = σ x u o 2 (either a λ or σ 2 may be void). Given σ x and σ 2 , there is a contour Γ in p(T) with ^ inside Γ and tf 2 outside/\ Conversely, every contour Γ in /?(Γ) separates σ(T) into complementary spectral sets σ x and σ 2 . With this notation, the operator.
is the spectral projection and E Γ (T)X the spectral subspace corresponding to σ lm Theorems 6.1 and 4.2 yield PROPOSITION 6.3. Assume T n -*T and {T n -T) collectively compact. Let Γ be a contour in p(T). Then there is an N such that for n^N:
7* Eigenvalues and eigenvectors* Throughout this final section assume T Λ -+ T and {T n -T} collectively compact. The null space of an operator L will be denoted by Λ^(L).
Let μ be an isolated eigenvalue of T with finite index (ascent and descent) v and P(λ) = (μ -xy
Let Γ be any contour in p(T) with μ the only point of σ(T) inside Γ, and E = E Γ (T). Then

EP(T) = P(ET) = 0 ,
and P divides every polynomial Q such that Q(ET) = 0. Thus, P is the minimal polynomial for ET. Assume dim EX < oo. Then E is compact.
By Propositions 2.1 and 6.3 there is an N such that for n^ N: E n = E Γ (T n ) is defined, E n -*E, {E n } is collectively compact, and dim J? W X = dim EX. Assume n^N henceforth. Since dim E n X < oo 9 the part of o(T n ) inside Γ consists of a finite set of eigenvalues μ nk with finite indices v nk , k = 1, , k n . Then Theorem 5.3(a) implies
and P n is the minimal polynomial for E n T n .
Let v n be the degree of P n . Then Proof. From T n -T and Proposition 7.1, Q n (T n ) -Q(T). Hence, ίc u -+ x, x n e Z n => x e Z. By Theorem 4.3, dim Z n ^ dim Z eventually.
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